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Text: 
 The dolphin is a mammal. It lives in warm seas. It is about 2.50 m long and weighs more 
than 90 kg. It is black with many spots on its body. Those on its back are darker than those on 
its belly. It has a long face and a lot of teeth ( about 200 ) but never attacks humans. It feeds on 
fish. The dolphin is more sociable and friendly than whale. It often helps people in trouble. 
PART ONE:  
Section One: Reading Comprehension ( 07 Pts) 
A) Answer the following questions according to the text ( 03 Pts) 
1- Where does the dolphin live? 
2- Has it a short face? 
3- Which is more sociable the dolphin or the whale?  
B) True or false. Correct the wrong statements ( 02 Pts ) 
1- The dolphin is a bird. 1- ……………………………………………………………………. 
2- It is about 2.50 cm long. 2- …………………………………………………………………. 
C) 1 Find in the text words, phrases or expressions that are closest in meaning to ( 01 Pt ) 

many = ………………  eats = ………………… 
  2 Find in the text words, phrases or expressions that are opposite in meaning to ( 01 Pt ) 

short ≠ ………………  always ≠ ………………… 
Section Two: Mastery of Language ( 07 Pts) 
A) Reorder the following words alphabetically ( 02.5 Pts ) 

mammal – many – men – more – meat 
B) Complete this table ( 02.5 Pts ) 

ADJECTIVE long ………… active ………… many 
COMPARATIVE ………… bigger than ………… worse than ………… 

C) Classify the following words according to the pronunciation of the final ( s ) ( 02 Pts ) 
lives – seas – attacks – feeds 

/ S / / Z / / IZ / 
…………. ………….. ………….. 
………… ………….. ………….. 

PART TWO: Integration Phase (written expression) ( 06 Pts) 
Complete the following dialogue 

 John: Which animal ………………………………………………. ? 
 Peter: I like dolphins? 
 John: ………………………………………………………………. ? 
 Peter: They live in warm seas. 
 John: ………………………………………………………………. ? 
 Peter: They feed on fish. 
 John: ………………………… dangerous ? 
 Peter: No, they are not. They are friendly. 
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